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Abstract. The recently introduced methods of automatic understanding of digital

content are very interesting alternative to the traditional scheme of signal process-

ing in cardiology. Although the methodology of signal understanding was originally

developped for medical images, signi�cant improvements can be made also in prin-

cipal areas of electrocardiogram applications: abnormality preselection, database

searching and �ngerprinting. This paper is devoted to introduction and discussion

of advantages of this new approach.

1 Introduction

Traditional approach to the interpretation of electrocardiogram bases on en-

hancing and extracting selected signal features, most distinctive for the recog-

nition of typical diseases [10]. The choice of features is optimized for repre-

senting most evident heart failures in an average patient that implies several

negative consequences:

� limits the set of recognized heart diseases

� excludes the adaptivity of automatic diagnostic process to the patient-

speci�c features and to the diagnostic goals

� requests unnecessary calculations for all the parameters and for all the

recording time, regardless the uneven probabilities of particular diseases

and the statistical prevalence of normal sinus rhythm.

An interesting alternative to that traditional approach was originally pro-

posed for medical images and developed as 'image understanding' [6,8,12].

The authors suggest that the method shall also be useful for one-dimensional

signals [14] and since medical measurements is a domain of particular mani-

festation of advantages of this new approach, serious considerations are worth

to be made for automatic understanding of the electrocardiogram. The ECG

signal is often reported as an example of medical record having severe abnor-

malities and life-critical nuances diÆcult to describe with a statistical signal

features. That supports our belief that the semantic description of ECG con-

tents [7,11,13], which is a background for automatic signal understanding,

will be helpful in highlighting the medical information in a wide stream of

extra-cardiac data. The issues of the appropriate representation of knowledge

at each stage of understanding and of the optimal set of semantic rules used

for description of electrocardiogram are left for future investigations.
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2 Signal understanding in cardiology

The term of 'signal understanding' introduces several aspects of novelty hav-

ing high importance from the viewpoint of diagnostic signal analysis:

� hypotheses-driven data search based on the a priori knowledge

� variable depth signal analysis depending on the local signal contents (usu-

ally symbolized by a T-letter)

� semantic description of the result containing a straightforward answer for

a precise diagnostic question instead of a set of parameters and coeÆcients

hardly interpretable in medical context.

These new aspects have various areas of application in the particular domains

of electrocardiography. Three of them are discussed in next sections, but

many others will certainly be found in the future. Leaving apart the medical

impact, the bi-directional data ow in the automatic understanding scheme

opens new area for optimization of diagnose-support algorithms in term of

necessary calculations and event-to-result delay.

2.1 Diagnostics

The automated signal interpretation is currently a kernel of many modern

diagnostic devices. However, in a common opinion the signal theory-based

description of the ECG contents is not eÆcient in extracting diagnostic da-

ta, and the practical interpretation software is mostly based on heuristic s-

tatements. The signal interpretation is based on a traditional uni-directional

data ow: processing-analysis-recognition and is therefore limited to the easy

computable signal features representative for a closed set of cardiac diseases.

Going further, the cardiologist is demanded to interpret a set of quantitative

parameters derived mathematically from the signal (Fig. 1) but sometimes

having not much in common with actual heart failure. Therefore, depending

on experience, the diagnostics based on the raw signal may be more accurate

than the result of parameters interpretation. The automatic understanding of

electrocardiograms creates an original viewpoint and new areas of application

of computers in cardiology. Instead of calculating a prede�ned set of statis-

tical parameters, the method veri�es several diagnostic hypotheses with use

of the knowledge about the cardiac failures. The statistical parameters are

calculated upon necessity with use of a method most appropriate for current

hypothesis. Certainly, the advantage of automatic understanding consists in

medical aspects considered throughout all the automatic process. Moreover,

the result of automatic understanding is more comprehensible for human ex-

perts, since it contains alert marks illustrated by example signals and all

exceptions not resolved by the software. Depending on user preferences, the

alert marks may be sorted by disease severity, by hypothesis probability or

simply by the occurrence time.
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Fig. 1. Bedside ECG recorder with interpretation calculates a set of diagnostic

parameters from the recorded signal

2.2 Pre-selection of abnormalities

In the remote monitoring of life-critical parameters, which is recently one of

the most focused topic in the developed societies [1,2,4,5], the expert which

can not be present close to his patient should be provided with the most

accurate data. Recently, the majority of remote monitoring systems assumes

a direct transfer of acquired vital signs to the interpretation center (Fig. 2).

Leaving apart the costs of communication channel, the cardiologist is not

supported in management of huge amount of data and in consequence more

exposed to the risk of interpretation mistakes. A computer with an auto-

matic understanding software provides new and eÆcient tool for preliminary

classi�cation of screening results. This pre-selection is based on the cognitive

resonance and like a classical notion of resonance it favorites records well cor-

responding to a given set of diagnostic hypotheses. If a particular suspicion

is con�rmed as probable, additional features are extracted from the recorded

signal and even a new detailed record may be requested if necessary. Those

rare cases are represented by the relatively narrow column of T-letter. The

advantages of such approach are twofold:

� the level of analysis depends on signal content: non relevant signals are

processed at low costs and the revealed abnormalities cause a thorough

investigation of the data,
� the pre-selection is based on medical �ndings rather than on statistical

signal parameters - that corresponds well to the human investigation in

electrocardiograms.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of remote monitoring network for cardiology

The automatic understanding of the ECG closely follows the reasoning path

of an expert without the principal disadvantage of human interpretation of

signals: it does not depend on fatigue. This aspect is very important when

considering the number of patients under monitoring and the responsibili-

ty of diagnostic decisions. Thanks to the use of automatic pre-selection of

abnormalities, only the particular, unresolved cases need to be interpreted

manually. In case of remote wearable cardiomonitor, automatic signal un-

derstanding may be implemented as adaptive diagnostic software. Since the

pre-selection is made in a patient-side computer, the transmission channel is

used only for alerts with representative signal sections and for the adaptation

messages, therefore additional advantage is reduction of monitoring costs.

2.3 Intelligent database indexing

The multimedia database indexing (also called '�ngerprinting') is represent-

ed as a base of T-letter, and consists in extraction and description of most

representative features suÆcient for e�ective management of digital content

(Fig. 3). In case of medical databases, the need of maximum diagnostic �-

delity at a minimum data rate is very similar to those of signal compression,

expect for no necessity to accurate data reconstruction. In this �eld the use of

semantic description of the signal contents resulting from automatic under-

standing process is very promising. Its main advantage is to focus on medical
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aspects rather than on technical description of the ECG. Similar approach is

already commercialized for management of digital media as MPEG-7 stan-

dard. In case of medical record the diagnostic meaning of the signal have to

be preserved with maximum care. The unchanged content is completed by a

preceding data �ngerprint containing the description of most representative

features from the user's viewpoint. In case of electrocardiograms these fea-

tures includes intermediate data for the diagnostic parameters. The area of

Fig. 3. Example of a wide area network for management of data and knowledge in

cardiology

application of record indexing in cardiology extends beyond the traditional

meaning of similarity search and includes:

� comparative diagnostics with other cases in world wide resources

� prospective therapy optimization and risk strati�cation, provided the

database contains indexed information on the therapy history,
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� remote diagnostics and surgery preparation while the patient is underway,

that may signi�cantly reduce the total intervention time in emergency

cases.

Technically speaking, the novelty of this approach comes from the fact that

automatic understanding uses the knowledge about signal merit content and

consists of veri�cation of some diagnostic hypotheses. During this process

some hypotheses gain over the others being more probable that highlights

the medical problem. The prejudgement information in a form of a series of

symbols denoting the semantic context of the signal is computed for each

record and put in a �ngerprint area. Having a record from the particular

patient, the database client has to compute the �ngerprint and to send it

as a database querry. The server engine compares �ngerprints and selects

only records matching in medical sense to the pattern. Similarity of medical

sense is here understood as a similar degree of correspondence with a set of

diagnostic hypotheses. We have a motivated belief that this kind of compar-

ing is much more suitable for medical records than a direct comparison of

electrocardiograms.

3 Conclusion

The automatic understanding of the ECG signal is expected to have a con-

siderable impact on the automated diagnosis procedures. Two principal ad-

vantages over traditional interpretation methods were marked in preceding

sections, but should be repeated here:

� medical context is considered at every stages of automated process, statis-

tical parameters are calculated upon request from diagnostic hypotheses,

� the result is presented in a form much more suitable for human under-

standing and more appropriate from the viewpoint of further therapy.

In the future, e�orts should be made towards �nding the appropriate repre-

sentation of knowledge at each stage of understanding and the optimal set of

semantic rules used for description of ECG contents.
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